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Name :

Example: Either ormy dad mom will drop me at school.

Complete the sentences using appropriate correlative conjunctions from the 

word box.

2) Ben helped prepare food, cleaned the kitchen.

4) our neighbors our gardener feeds our pets when

we are away.

7) Ms. Harris is an excellent teacher every student

loves her.

neither...nor

not only...but also

whether...or

as...as

both...and

either...or

hardly...when

such...that

1) Stacy wants to have cakes chips.

3) The movie was a thriller a science !ction.

8) had the celebrations started we got there.

5) They have decided to go on a picnic, we go not.

6) Jeremy is talented any famous dancer.
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Answer key

Example: Either ormy dad mom will drop me at school.

Complete the sentences using appropriate correlative conjunctions from the 

word box.

2) not only but alsoBen helped prepare food, cleaned the kitchen.

4) Either orour neighbors our gardener feeds our pets when

we are away.

7) such thatMs. Harris is an excellent teacher every student

loves her.

neither...nor

not only...but also

whether...or

as...as

both...and

either...or

hardly...when

such...that

both and1) Stacy wants to have cakes chips.

neither nor3) The movie was a thriller a science !ction.

8) Hardly whenhad the celebrations started we got there.

5) whether orThey have decided to go on a picnic, we go not.

6) as asJeremy is talented any famous dancer.
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